
 Bells on the Beach  Massed Ring Notes  July 2022 

 “Recollection,” Tim Waugh 
 M. 1-8, all upstem bass clef notes will be on chimes. The dotted half notes remain on bells. 
 When we get to m. 9, it’s everyone back on bells as written. 

 Follow the dynamics closely at m. 25 so that you don’t lose the melody. It’s hidden in the 
 battery, and needs a nice, warm, round, forte to remain prominent.  

 When we get to mm 68-74 the bass and downstem treble notes ring as written, but 
 we’re going to mess with the top trebles a bit. If you are in a 3-octave choir, please play 
 those notes on chimes. If you are in a 5-octave choir, please play them on bells, but 
 play ONLY the octave above (no 6’s, just the higher octave). Bass melody really takes 
 the spotlight in mm 76-81, and I’d like to see big, round arms really warming up the 
 sound. In m. 88 we will double bells and chimes together as suggested, but work on 
 playing the chord as softly as possible. 

 “When Johnny Comes Marching Home,”  Jason Krug 
 Again, as long as we are faithful to what is on the page, this piece is dynamite. All the 
 malleting is crisp and militaristic. All staccato notes are malleted. Work on damping 
 chimes cleanly and precisely. Damping is particularly important in mm 42-45. An LV 
 starts in m. 42. All notes are damped on the downbeat of m. 44, except F5 and F6, 
 which restrike. Those Fs hold over through beat 3 of m. 45. 

 We’ll spend some time on the long decrescendo in mm. 99-105. Each one of those 
 dotted quarters is softer than the one before it, and that takes a lot of control. 

 “Fervent Freedom,” Michael Mazzatenta 
 The GA4 ringer should keep up with their weight training so they can pop off those 16th 
 notes with confidence! The upstem treble LV in mm 1-7 should be big and showy, using 
 full arm extensions, but not so loud that you cover up the battery. Sneak into the shake 
 in m. 8 by starting softly and rapidly crescendo to a fortissimo. I want to highlight the 
 downstem bass notes in mm 105-108, and in 113-116. M. 123 begins a nice restating of 
 the opening, so I want those big arms again. Nothing could be easier than giant, loud 
 chords, so the only thing we need to work on for the ending is lifting out of the shakes 
 early enough to ring the beat 1 chords precisely together. I’ll stretch that ritard in m. 135 
 to a molto rit, and we will double the last chord with chimes. 

 Note the E3 is missing from the bells used chart. 


